COBRA

THE TIMELESS CLASSIC

TENZO
COLOUR NO.
Colour no.

Cobra combines mid-century simplicity with traditional and refined innovation. It is different
in its appeal compared to other retro products in the tenzo range. This stylish collection of
furniture will complement your home perfectly - whether you choose a timid, neutral colour to
blend in or a bold one to create a highlight.
®

The source of inspiration to Cobra® is the same as for the tenzo bestseller Malibu® – cars in
the timeless style of 1950’s and 60’s modernism. More specifically the inspiration for Cobra®
comes from the sports car AC Cobra, which is seen in the handle and the characteristic logo
that decorates the front. Together they clearly recreate the style and connect to the retro
design. Cobra® is a high-quality collection that will last for many years to come, and it is made
in Sweden.

001 WHITE
Colour no.

083 WARM GREY
Colour no.

024 BLACK
Colour no.

028 RED
Colour no.

076 SAGE

Details
The handle in chrome is specifically designed
for Cobra®. The characteristic logo that
decorates the front and the significant details
connect to and recreate the retro style
of the 60’s.

Timeless design
Cobra® is yet another successful composition
by Rutger Andersson. His source of inspiration
comes from the modernism of the 1950’s and
60’s, more specifically from the car AC Cobra
- a timeless source of inspiration that will never
go out of style.

Made in Sweden
Cobra® is manufactured in Sweden. The
technical knowledge in paint and sense of
design is what makes the production of
Cobra® precise and accurate.

Design by:Rutger Andersson
Rutger has over 30 years of experience within
design and product development. He is an excellent designer of “less is more” and he doesn’t
embellish his creations with unnecessary decorations. His touch makes any product live up to
its full potential.

Excites your living
www.tenzo.se

